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Kris Hess has more than enough on her plate. She's taking care of her sick father, struggling to

make deadlines with her art, and keeping up with the bills. There's no room for dating unless it's for

the long haul, and Kris's past experiences with women have left her full of doubts. Her relief comes

from her weekly Dungeons and Dragons session with close friends. As Dungeon Master, this is one

world she can actually control. Lacey Jenkins is getting over heartbreak. She's still full of resentment

over her emotional vampire of an ex. The sole joy in her life comes from her little terrier, Barkley.

Yep, she's reached crazy dog lady status and she doesn't care if you know it. But she knows the

only way to move on is to start meeting new people, and her coworker offers her the perfect

opportunity. Nice, easy, and no drama. Adventure comes easy while playing a game, but finding

true love in the real world is quite a challenge. Are they up to it? It's a roll of the dice. **This is a

sweet romance intended for mature readers. You don't have to be a level 15 tiefling warlock (or

even know that that is) to enjoy it! **
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I started this book with somewhat low expectations. Stories involving nerdy characters aren't often

done well, and although the D&D angle is what originally attracted my attention, I didn't expect it to

be done well. It was therefore a very pleasant surprise to find these aspects skillfully woven into the

story. Kris had just the right amount of nerd to be interesting, but not so much as to make her

unrelatable. There was enough D&D in the book to get gaming fans excited, but not enough to put

off people who are indifferent to games. I was also concerned early on when it was revealed that

Kris's father wasn't just sick; he was VERY sick. I admit that I almost put the book down, expecting

that some serious downers were ahead. I'm glad I didn't. The subplot of Kris and her father is

handled exceedingly well, and the story is ultimately uplifting. Well done.The writing quality is very

good: Stevens tells a story very effectively; the dialog is realistic and used in just the right amount.

All the characters are interesting, relatable, and likable. The editing is very well done, and typos

almost non-existent, which makes it really frustrating that one of the very rare typos is in the last line

of the book! Aargh!Really liked this book. I'll definitely be following this author.

I very much enjoyed this book! The characters had depth and nuance, their positive qualities as well

as their flaws and all the little aspects of commitment and communication and emotional intimacy

that make up a relationship are beautifully explored! Kris and Lacey were wonderful characters, and

is love to read more about them! The one problem for me, though, was easy to much of the

sex-fixes-everything trope- in life and death situations, even. It just felt artificial. Maybe this is

because I just don't love reading about sex of any variety (heterosexual sex with its too- often

misogynistic tones is worse, so this was better in that the power dynamic was equal and both were

very sex - positive), so it might just be personal preference, but it wasn't my favorite. Everything else

about the book, though, I really liked!!!

Just the right pace. If there were a Hallmark movie channel for Lesbian Romance stories this one

would outstanding to watch.

I really enjoyed this novel, from start to finish. Geeky sapphic women are my weakness, and I can

only hope that one day I fall in love with one the way that Lacey and Kris did. From heartwarming, to

sorrowful, to hilarious, to beautiful, this story had it all.



This book is a very good read even if you know nothing about dungeons and dragons! Nice flow and

good characterization.

From a lover of Lord of Lord of the Rings etc, and fantasy and North Carolina, I felt so at home with

this story!Oh and a caretaker pattern that does for instead of with, I felt I was part of the story from

beginning to the end.Great read!

This author took an original way to tell a story that touches both fantasy and romance while still

dealing with everyday choices of life. It is an interesting read even if you don't know what D & D is.

Wow. That's the first word that comes to mind when reading this. It's incredible.The depth of

emotion that the author has packed in here is wonderful. I laughed out loud, I cried, I laughed some

more, I cried some more, and I laughed again. I'm honestly struggling for words, because, in

creating Kris and Lacey, the author has created this absolutely fantastic romance that isn't heavy on

angst or drama -- it just... is. It's domestic and it's fluff and it is just so sweet, but still has an

edge-of-your-seat plot.It's immediately going on my re-read list.
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